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Purpose: 

 

The purpose of this report is to publish key conclusions, recommendations and outcomes of the 

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department’s internal review of this incident.  There are a variety of 

actions that can be taken administratively in response to the Department’s review of a deadly force 

incident.  The review may reveal that no action is required or determine that additional training is 

appropriate for all officers in the workforce, or only for the involved officer(s).  The review may 

reveal the need for changes in departmental policies, procedures, or rules.  Where departmental 

rules have been violated, formal discipline may be appropriate. The goal of the review is to improve 

both individual and the agency’s performance. 

   

Synopsis of Event: 

 

On April 29, 2015 at 1021 hours, 911 call takers received a call from a concerned neighbor stating 

that a black male adult (BMA) was acting suspicious in front of a neighbor’s residence located at 

6312 Blue Jay Way. The neighbor stated the BMA was moving back and forth in front of the 

residence and had approached the front door several times looking around as if he was trying to 

determine if someone was watching him.  Based on the BMA’s actions, the neighbor believed he 

was going to break into the residence.  The event was created by LVMPD dispatch as a “suspicious 

person.”  

K9 Officer Thomas Moore reviewed the call via his Mobile Display Terminal (MDT) in his vehicle and 

noticed the call had been holding for over twenty minutes. K9 Officer Moore requested to be 

assigned to the call.  At 1057 hours, K9 Officer Moore arrived and began to look around the 

neighborhood for anything suspicious.  K9 Officer Moore did not see anything suspicious and 

decided to conduct a perimeter check of 6312 Blue Jay Way before making contact with the 

concerned neighbor who reported the incident. 

As K9 Officer Moore walked around the front of the house, he observed the front door appeared 

secured. He checked over the gate and side wall of the house for anything suspicious. Seeing no 

obvious evidence of a break-in, he started toward the front door of residence.  Just as he 

approached the front door, it began to open inward.  K9 Officer Moore noticed a BMA standing in 

the doorway.  K9 Officer Moore initially believed the BMA to be the homeowner and decided to 

make contact with him.  As K9 Officer Moore approached the male, he asked how he was and if he 

lived there.  The BMA stated “yes” but his demeanor immediately changed, leading K9 Officer 

Moore to believe the male was lying.  K9 Officer Moore then observed the male had purple latex 

gloves on and was holding a handgun. 

K9 Officer Moore immediately reached for his weapon and began to give verbal commands for the 

male to drop his firearm.  The male did not comply and attempted to close the door on K9 Officer 

Moore.  K9 Officer Moore realized he had nowhere to tactically retreat due to the setup of the 

residence and believed that the male was going to start shooting at him through the door.  K9 
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Officer Moore pushed the door back open with his left hand and foot.  As K9 Officer Moore came 

through the front door, the male was standing and facing K9 Officer Moore, still holding the 

firearm.  K9 Officer Moore again gave verbal commands for the male to drop the firearm but the 

male began to move the firearm.  K9 Officer Moore discharged one round at the male striking him 

in the lower back.  After being shot, the male threw the firearm and attempted to run from K9 

Officer Moore.  The male then laid down on the kitchen floor while K9 Officer Moore gave him 

verbal commands.  K9 Officer Moore announced “shots fired” over the radio and also requested for 

medical to respond. 

K9 Officer Moore could hear medical responding to the residence.  He instructed dispatch to have 

medical units wait until it was safe for them to enter.  K9 Officer Moore was concerned that the 

house had not yet been cleared for any other suspects.  A K9 sergeant arrived next and K9 Officer 

Moore indicated that upstairs had not yet been checked for additional suspects.  The K9 sergeant 

checked the upstairs and returned to the kitchen to assist K9 Officer Moore.  Once the area was 

determined safe, medical personnel entered the residence and began to provide care for the male.  

The male was identified as Richard Powell III.  

The Force Investigation Team (FIT), Critical Incident Review Team (CIRT), and Crime Scene Analysts 

(CSAs) responded to the area and processed the scene. Investigators found a Glock, model 23, .40 

caliber firearm under a large armoire where it landed after Powell was shot by K9 Officer Moore.  

Powell was also wearing a backpack which contained a Glock magazine, along with numerous items 

taken from the residence. 

 

The Criminal Investigation: 

 

FIT conducted the criminal investigation of this incident.  This Officer-Involved Shooting (OIS) did 

not result in death; therefore, the investigation was not submitted to the District Attorney’s Office 

for review. 

 

LVMPD’s Critical Incident Review Process and Internal Review:  

 

1. The matter involving K9 Officer Moore was heard by the Critical Incident Review 

Process/Use of Force Review Board on April 28, 2016. The Board’s finding was, 

“Administrative Approval.” The Use of Force Review Board determined the officer's actions 

were within policy. The Sheriff approved the Board’s recommendation.  

 

2. The internal Tactical Review Board concluded the officers’ performance was in accordance 

with Department standardized tactics and training. 
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Below are the recommendations made after the Use of Force Review Board and the internal review 

were completed: 

1) Communication 

 

At approximately 1022 hours, the 911 call-taker created a "suspicious person" incident which was 

classified as a "Priority 1." If an event is classified as a Priority 1 incident, the call-taker will 

determine if the call requires an officer response and document needed information such as time 

lapse and suspect description. If an event is classified as a "Priority 0" incident it requires an 

immediate urgent response by the nearest police unit regardless of current assignment. 

 

Although the call-taker did not have a "good feeling" about Powell's actions, clarifying questions 

were not asked of the person reporting in order to distinguish between a suspicious person or a 

burglary in progress event. Instead, the call-taker obtained a description of the house Powell was in 

front of and then ended her conversation with the person reporting; before officers assigned 

themselves and arrived at the 6312 Blue Jay Way address. 

 

•  CIRT concluded the 9-1-1 call managed and documented in CAD by the call-taker was 

not within standardized LVMPD Communications training and policy. 

 

During the review of the radio traffic, there appeared to be no transmitting problems. 

• CIRT concluded radio traffic for this incident was to an LVMPD standard. 

 

2) Officers’ Approach 

 

Once parked in front of 6316 Blue Jay Way, K9 Officer Moore exited his vehicle and looked around 

the neighborhood for anything suspicious. Since he did not see anything unusual, K9 Officer Moore 

decided he would conduct a perimeter check of 6312 Blue Jay Way, where he also did not observe 

anything suspicious.  Once he checked the east side of 6312 Blue Jay Way, K9 Officer Moore walked 

westbound in front of the three car garage toward the front of the residence. K9 Officer Moore was 

approximately three to four feet from the front door when it was opened by Powell. Initially, K9 

Officer Moore believed Powell was a resident of 6312 Blue Jay Way. 

• CIRT concluded K9 Officer Moore's arrival and approach to 6312 Blue Jay Way was 

within standardized LVMPD tactics and training. 
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3) Tactics and Use of Force 

 

As Powell started to close the front door, K9 Officer Moore believed he had no way to disengage 

from Powell. K9 Officer Moore, believing Powell would begin shooting through the door, used his 

left hand and left foot to push the door back open. As he pushed open the door, K9 Officer Moore 

stated he got approximately one foot to two feet inside the residence. Powell was now 

approximately five feet from K9 Officer Moore, facing him, still in possession of his firearm.  

• CIRT concluded K9 Officer Moore's decision to move toward Powell instead of 

disengaging was reasonable and within standardized tactics, training and policy. 

 

As K9 Officer Moore realized Powell was not a resident but a suspect armed with a firearm, he gave 

two verbal commands to Powell to drop his firearm. Instead, Powell began to move his firearm. K9 

Officer Moore was in fear that Powell would shoot at him through the door.  

• CIRT concluded K9 Officer Moore's threat assessment was reasonable. 

 

In review of this incident, K9 Officer Moore discharged his firearm to stop Powell, who was moving 

his firearm while facing K9 Officer Moore, from approximately six feet four inches away. 

 

• CIRT concluded K9 Officer Moore's use of force was reasonable and within standardized 

LVMPD tactics, training and policy. 

 

Powell ran into the kitchen and laid down on the floor. As Powell ran, K9 Officer Moore followed 

him. Once Powell laid on the kitchen floor, K9 Officer Moore stayed in the dining room area and 

issued verbal commands to him. K9 Officer Moore positioned himself where he used part of the 

kitchen/dining room wall as concealment from Powell. K9 Officer Moore was able to cover both 

Powell and the area toward the stairs leading to the second floor, which had not been cleared.  

Without knowing about additional suspects, K9 Officer Moore could not take Powell into custody. 

Instead, K9 Officer Moore waited for an additional officer to arrive to assist in clearing the 

residence and searching Powell. 

 

• CIRT concluded the dynamics of this incident escalated and changed rapidly because of 

Powell's actions. The contact and cover tactics used by K9 Officer Moore when he was 

alone, after the use of deadly force, was within standardized LVMPD tactics and training. 
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A K9 sergeant entered the residence and observed K9 Officer Moore in the dining room area. K9 

Officer Moore reiterated to the K9 sergeant the upstairs needed to be cleared. The K9 sergeant 

immediately went upstairs and cleared the second level.  

LVMPD does not provided training in building searches or safety sweeps in which an officer would 

conduct a search alone without the assistance of an additional officer. 

• CIRT concluded the "safety sweep" completed by the K9 sergeant, without an additional 

officer present, was not within standardized LVMPD tactics and training. 

 

The Board decided to overturn this decision, citing the below; 

 

• This CIRT conclusion is overturned based on the reasonableness of this particular 

situation. 

 

4) Supervision (Command and Control) 

 

In evaluating the supervision of this incident, CIRT noted:  

• The K9 sergeant arrived six minutes after the OIS.  

• The K9 sergeant assisted in searching and securing Powell. 

• The lieutenant and responding sergeants also arrived on scene shortly after the OIS.  

• All the supervisors worked together to document the incident and prepare for the arriving 

investigating units. 

• The K9 sergeant read the Public Safety Statement to K9 Officer Moore. 

• The sergeant briefed investigative units. 

 

CIRT concluded Incident Management was to an LVMPD standard. 


